
Wifibot Lab is suited for those who want an affordable mobile platform 

for developing and learning robotics. The base system is composed by a 

four-wheel drive chassis controllable using RS232/USB, 4 infrared 

sensors, a USB Camera (or CSI), a WIFI adapter, a NVIDIA Jetson 

module running Linux Ubuntu 18,04LTS and a free WIFI access point. 

2D Lidar, 3D Depth camera, GPS or IMU can be an option.

You can develop your application on the robot or remotely using the 

HDMI port or remote SSH over Ethernet RJ45 / WIFI.

For controlling this robot, several GUI and API are available. The motor 

board can be programmed using MPLAD/ICD3/4/Pickit3/4 debugger or 

using our internal bootloader.

The RS232 or Ethernet protocol is open and simple, and it can be used 

with any kind of framework on any king of computer board (ROS1/2, 

RTMAPS, Matlab, Python2/3 etc…)

High mobility 4x4 platform

using brushless motors

Embedded CPU Linux Ubuntu

Robot  WIFIBOT Lab V4

Fully controllable over 

RS232 or Wifi

www.wifibot.com

Lab V4

Option

Modular and open 

architecture



Default Specifications

Motor sensor : 

Speed control : 

Motors : 

Dimensions: 

Power

Batteries: 

4 hall effect coders 336 tics / 

wheel turn

4 x PID DSPIC Microchip 

33E coded in C

RS232 Boot loader

ICD2/3 (option)

4x 12v Brushless motors

26:1 planetary gear

156 rpm

L  : 32 cm

W : 37 cm

H  : 15 cm

W : 3.8Kg

12.8V LIFEPO4

10AH

Power supply 18V / 220V

Path  Power Management

Charger inside the robot

You can use the robot during

charging

Control bus :
RS232/USB

Simple protocol C/C++ API, 

(ROS, MatLab, RTMAPS, 

possible)

Distant Protocol : Sockets TCP/UDP via WIFI or 

RJ45 

CPU : 
Nvidia Jetson Nano or Xavier NX

Sensors : 4 Infrared

1 usb camera or usb 3d camera

Software: 
C++ control API

1 HMI

Embedded Camera Web Server 

Lab V4

WIFI AP

(included)

DC 18V POWER

(included)



4 X Brushless Motors
+ Hall Coder

Embedded CPU

Cameras

MJPEG Web 

Server

4 x IR Sensors

USB/CSIEthernet

10m Lidar

USB/RS232
(Speed command

Battery level
Main Current

Odometer
Speed

....)

Mini-PCIe M2

WIFI 
a/b/g

(Option)

4 Static Relay
4A

3 x free signal
Can be IO

Rs232, i2C, SPI ...

DSPIC 33EP 
Brushless Motor Board

Firmware Update:
PicKit/ICD

or embedded
USB/RS232 boot loader

Charging 
and 

Power Management
Board

Remote HMI
or

User Software

LIFEPO4
SMART
Batteries

12.8V

High level Architecture



Low Level Architecture



(DSUB15 on the robot)

Lab V4

Low Level Architecture

We provide USB to RS232

adapter



Annex 1

150Mbps Wireless N 

Router

TL-WR740N



Annex 2



Annex 3



Annex 4 (Brushless Motor 12V 1/28)



Annex 5 (OPTION)

Specifications

Supply voltage: 12VDC/24VDC (Operation range 10 to 30V ripple within 10%)

Supply current: 150mA or less (during start up 450mA is necessary.)

Light source: Laser semiconductor (905nm) Laser class 1 (IEC60825-1:2007)

Accuracy: ±40mm

Repeated accuracy: σ< 30mm

Scan angle: 270°

Angular resolution: 0.25°

Start up time: Within 10 sec (start up time differs if malfunction is detected during start up)

Input: IP reset input, photo-coupler input (current 4mA at ON)

Output: Synchronous Output, photo coupler open collector output 30VDC 50mA MAX．
Interface: Ethernet 100BASE-TX

LED display: Power supply LED display (Blue): Blinks during start up and 

malfunction state.

Ambient temperature: -10°C to +50°C

Ambient Humidity: Below 85%RH (without dew, frost)

Storage temperature: -30°C to +70°C

Storage Humidity: Below 85%RH (without dew, frost)

Shock resistance: 196m/s2 (20G) X,Y and Z direction 10 times.

Protective Structure: IP65

Material Front case: Polycarbonate, Rear case: Aluminum

Surrounding intensity: Less than 15,000lx

Detection range

0.06m to 10m (white Kent sheet)

0.06m to 4m (diffuse reflectance 10%)

Max. detection distance : 30m

Hokuyo UST-10LX 

Scanning Laser 

Rangefinder



Annex 6 (OPTION)

Key Features

Large Scenarios and High-quality Mapping

Industry grade LiDAR, 2 times detecting range further than M1M1 , and higher sample rate.

Plug and play, without any external dependence

Can be used as a mapper as well as a laser range scanner

Connected with WiFi or Ethernet, easy communication

Fully Compatible with ROS, Easy Data Analysis

Strong stability: work well in fast speed and in the tilting scenarios

Description

Slamtec Mapper M2M1 is an industrial-grade LiDAR. Different from the normal LiDAR, M2M1 has the 

ability to work in some severe surroundings. SLAMTEC Mapper uses high-performance SLAM map 

optimization engine and SharpEdge™ fine-mapping technology, which can actively detect and correct 

closed-loop, and achieve 100,000 square meters high-precision map and pose. SLAMTEC Mapper can 

work without additional sensors or data input. Because of the built-in 9-DOF inertial navigation system, 

SLAMTEC Mapper in the hand-held mapping mode can work normally in a fluctuating environment with 

inclination, to ensure the best map data quality.

SLAMTEC Mapper provides a complete SDK development kit, mobile phone, and PC-side evaluation 

tools to facilitate users to expand development and data acquisition. At the same time, combined with the 

supporting ROS driver, the generated map and pose data can be directly used in the ROS environment, 

which is fully compatible.

Large Scenarios and High-quality Mapping

Slamtec Mapper adopts SLAMTEC third-generation high-performance SLAM graph optimization engine 

and SharpEdge™ mapping technology to realize a high accurate thousand-square-meter map building and 

real-time localization, and it can actively detect the closed-loop and correct map. The mapper is an ideal 

choice for users to realize mapping and re-localization in various complicated scenarios and output map 

and localization data that meets users' expectations.

Slamtec Mapper M2M1 Pro -

LiDAR Mapping 

Sensor(Industrial Grade)

https://www.seeedstudio.com/Slamtec-Mapper-M1M1-ToF-Laser-Screen-Kit-20M-Range-p-4130.html


Annex 7 (OPTION)

RPLiDAR S1 Portable ToF 

Laser Scanner Kit - 40M Range



Annex 8 (OPTION)



Annex 9 GPS (Option)

• SiRF star iv chipset

• 48 channels all-in-view tracking

• WAAS/EGNOS support

• RoHS compliant

The 20 Channel BU-353 Waterproof SiRFIII USB GPS Receiver is a USB GPS 

receiver

that features a highly sensitive, low power consumption chipset in a 

ultra compact form factor compatible with Microsoft Windows 8. 

The BU-353-S4 is powered by a SiRF Star IV GPS chipset, and will provide you

with superior performance in urban canyons, and in dense foliage. 

With the SiRF CGEE (Client Generated Extended Ephemeris) technology, 

has the capability of predicting satellite positions for up to 3 days 

in advance, and will deliver a CGEE-start time of less than 15 seconds 

under most conditions without any network assistance. The BU-353-S4's 

MicroPower mode allows the receiver to stay in a hot start-like condition 

almost continuously while consuming very little power.

GPS



Annex 10 IMU (Option)



Annex 11 Camera 3D ZED2 

+ mounting



Annex 12 (Option)

3d camera from Intel + robot mounting

Intel D455



Annex 13 NVIDIA AI (CPU OPTION : replace SBC210 SBC)

Jetson Xavier NX Developer Kit 

The NVIDIA® Jetson Xavier NX™ Developer Kit includes a power-efficient, compact Jetson Xavier NX 

module for AI edge devices. It benefits from new cloud-native support and accelerates the NVIDIA software 

stack in as little as 10 W with more than 10x the performance of its widely adopted predecessor Jetson TX2.

For intelligent machine OEMs, start-ups and AI application developers who want to create breakthrough 

products, the Jetson Xavier NX Developer Kit delivers the capability to develop and test power-efficient, 

small form factor solutions with accurate, multi-modal AI inference.



Annex 14 NVIDIA AI (CPU OPTION : replace SBC210 SBC)

Industrial Version

Jetson modules power a range of applications that require various performance levels 

and prices—from AI-powered Network Video Recorders (NVRs) to automated optical 

inspection (AOI) in high-precision manufacturing to autonomous mobile robots 

(AMRs). Jetson modules pack unbeatable performance and energy efficiency in a tiny 

form factor, effectively bringing the power of modern AI, deep learning, and inference 

to embedded systems at the edge.


